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Day 4: Least Carnivorous Megalodon

Opener

1. Write this number as an improper fraction in lowest terms. An improper fraction
doesn’t respect MC Ham-
mer. FYI, the more common
term for improper fraction is
“fraction”.

2 +
1

3 +
1

1 +
1
2

2. Do some Westley-style square cutting using a rectangle whose
width is 1 and whose length is the number from Problem 1. What
up with that! Ooooo weeeeee, what up

with that, what up with that!

Important Stu�

3. Find the GCD of 741 and 2553.

4. a. Explain how you know that, if a and b are any two
positive integers, the Euclidean algorithm must
end after a finite number of steps.

b. Westley wonders about cutting a rectangle with Any number that can be
written as a

b
where a and

b are integers is called a
rational number . Those that
can’t be written this way are
just really unreasonable.

length a
b

and width 1, where a and b are positive
integers. What can you say to Westley about the
cutting?

5. Rectangle SHARON has length SO = f and width SH =

1, and it has the property that when squareHANS is cut
out of it, the resulting rectangle NORA is a scaled copy “Did you see that? HANS

got cut out!” “SO? SH.”of SHARON. Another square is then cut out of NORA,
leaving behind rectangleMARY.
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a. Explain whyMARY is a scaled copy of NORA.
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b. Explain whyMARY is a scaled copy of SHARON.
c. Draw the next two cut lines.
d. How many more cut lines are there going to be?

Explain how you know.

6. What do the results of Problems 4 and 5 say about the
type of number f can be?

7. Calculate each of these.

a.

(
1 +
√

5
2

)
+

(
1 −
√

5
2

)

b.

(
1 +
√

5
2

)
·

(
1 −
√

5
2

)
8. Find two numbers with sum salt and product pepa. Whatta number, whatta

number, whatta mighty
good number!a. salt = 7,pepa = 10

b. salt = 3,pepa = −10
c. salt = 13,pepa = 30
d. salt = 10,pepa = 21 If you get the last one right,

you’re golden. Problems
about Spinderella may
appear later.

e. salt = 100,pepa = −1469
f. salt = 1,pepa = −1

Neat Stu�

9. a. Find the fraction with the smallest denominator
that is between 2

3 and 5
7 .

b. Find the fraction with the smallest denominator
that is between 2

3 and 7
10 .

c. Find the fraction with the smallest denominator
that is between 2

17 and 1
8 .

d. Describe a general pattern.
e. Find the fraction with the smallest denominator

that is between 9
37 and 8

13 .

10. Melissa notices that when 22
7 and 179

57 are added together Both 22
7 and 179

57 are tart
numbers, because they are
close to but not quite π.

in the “wrong” way to get 201
64 , the resulting fraction

happens to be in between the two original fractions. In-
vestigate with other fractions to figure out the condi-
tions when this happens. Prove your result.
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11. Bryant is tired of removing squares and decides to add Bryant will know there are
too many squares when
Whoopi Goldberg or Paul
Lynde or Ice Cube shows
up. Yep, Ice Cube is a
center square now.

squares instead. He starts with a 1-by-1 square and
adds another onto it, making a rectangle. He then adds
a 2-by-2 square onto that, making a larger rectangle.
Then a 3-by-3 square, making an even larger rectangle.
Follow Bryant’s steps on a piece of graph paper. Keep
track of the sizes of squares you add and the ratio of the
two sides of the entire rectangle (longer side to shorter
side) at each stage. What do you notice? Also follow Bryant’s steps

outside, as you walk toward
the tent.

12. Roxanne cares little for the golden ratio, but she loves
the silver ratio: it’s the ratio of the length to width in a This must be one of those

Olympic sports where the
lowest score wins.

rectangle where cutting two squares from the long side
leaves a scaled copy of the original rectangle.

a. What equation must the silver ratio satisfy?
b. What is the value of the silver ratio?

13. Determine the exact value of the bronze ratio, the ratio
of the length to width in a rectangle where cutting three
squares from the long side leaves a scaled copy of the
original rectangle.

14. Create your own Westley-style square-removal prob- Extra credit for creating a
problem, swapping it with
someone else’s at your
table, and solving their
problem.

lem that has the property that five different sizes of
squares are removed.

15. The number line is laid out from 0 to 1, with every
fraction whose denominator is less than or equal to 10
marked with a point.
a. How many points are there?
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b. The elevenths are added. How many now? Once you start talking about
elevenths, it’s usually either
hobbit breakfasts, British
Doctors, spinal taps, or girls
from Indiana, but here we
are anyway.

c. The twelfths are added. How many now?
d. What is the total sum of all the fractions, up to and

including the twelfths?

16. On the number line, 2
5 and 3

7 don’t have any smaller-
denominator fractions between them. But 3

7 and 3
5 do.

Under what conditions will a
b

and c
d

have no smaller-
denominator fractions between them?

17. Suppose a and b are irrational numbers so that Try a =
√

2 for one,
but there are plenty of
possibilities.1

a
+

1
b

= 1

Make a list of the multiples of a and b as decimals.
Notice anything? Try to prove what you find.

18. Find two irrational numbers that, when one is raised to
the other, produce a rational number. Or, prove that it’s
impossible.

Tough Stu�

19. Take 9 squares, each of distinct integer side length, and
pile them together to form a 33-by-32 rectangle. This is an even worse

version of Squares than
the one Ice Cube is on. On
the plus side, that show also
features . . . Spinderella!

20. This is the list of all fractions with a maximum denom-
inator of 4, in increasing order, from 0 to 1:

0
1

,
1
4

,
1
3

,
1
2

,
2
3

,
3
4

,
1
1

Now take consecutive terms and multiply the denomi-
nators:

4, 12, 6, 6, 12, 4

What is the sum of the reciprocals of these numbers?
Try it again with other maximum denominators. Prove
that this will always work.

21. On Day 2, you found a very good approximation to π.
Without using techmology, find the fraction with the Yo, techmology is wack.

lowest denominator that is a better approximation.
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